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“Clearly, this study has demonstrated that there still exist areas of African American issues and studies that have not been addressed.”

This study was designed to examine, through participatory research, the stresses and coping skills of four mentally healthy, creative African Americans who perform European classical music. This study investigates the possibility that traditional African American (Negro) spirituals have served as a tool for relieving stress and venting the particular frustrations that African American classical singers and pianists have experienced while operating within a racist music industry and oppressed society in the United States of America.

The research framework was drawn from several theories, with the basic theory being participatory research process of in-depth descriptive study. This research method uses reflective-action of dialogic cycles between the participant and the researcher. It had the explicit intention of collective investigation of reality to understand knowledge about other realities (Maguire [1987] pp. 5-6). Maguire (1987) elaborates: (1) Participatory research is a systematic approach to personal and social transformation. (2) This type of research is aimed at developing critical consciousness, hopefully to improve the lives of those involved in the research process. (3) The goal of participatory research is to transform the fundamental societal structures and relationships into deeper understandings of the participant's personal values, experiences and choices (pp. 14-15).

The research substantiated that all four participants have similar careers, family support systems, experiences with overt and covert racism, and a strong and binding connection spiritually to their music, however, not always to the African American (Negro) Spirituals. The African American (Negro) spirituals will conceivably become obscure music toward the middle to late 2Pt Century in the African American Community and in the United States.

There were no hypotheses to prove or disprove in the study. Racism does exist in this country and it has affected many African American lives and careers. Clearly, this study has demonstrated that there still exist areas of African American issues and studies that have not been addressed. Historically, African American scholars are not looking at the Fine Arts and the Performing Arts in combination with other research fields that can be deemed pertinent to African American culture.
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